**SECTIONAL TOURNAMENT INFORMATION SHEET**

(____) Indoor  (____) Outdoor  (____) 3D

(____) Great Lakes  (____) New England  (____) Southern
(____) Mid-Atlantic  (____) Northwest  (____) Southwest
(____) Midwest  (____) Southeast

Tournament Date: ____

Host Club: ____

Located At: ____

NFAA Club Charter Expiration Date: ________  Range Inspection Expiration Date: ________

Tournament Chairman: (Name) ____

Address: ____________   Phone: ____________

Must be shipping address no PO Boxes

City/State/Zip: ____________   E-Mail: ____

Tournament Secretary: (Name) ____

Address: ____________   Phone: ____________

Must be shipping address no PO Boxes

City/State/Zip: ____________   E-Mail: ____

Ship Sectional Awards to: (check one) _____ Tournament Chairman or _____ Tournament Secretary
(Return all unused awards to NFAA Headquarters immediately after the tournament)

Ship Sectional Scorecards to: (check one) _____ Tournament Chairman or _____ Tournament Secretary

Quantity of Scorecards requested ________  Please indicate number of sets.
(Scorecards are shipped in sets: one white and one color card for each competitor for double scoring)

Ship Sectional Targets to: (check one) _____ Tournament Chairman or _____ Tournament Secretary

Quantity of Targets requested: 
Field: 20 cm _____ 35 cm _____ 50 cm _____ 65 cm ____

Hunter: 20 cm _____ 35 cm _____ 50 cm _____ 65 cm ____

Animal: Group 1 _____  Group 2 _____  Group 3 _____  Group 4 ______

Indoor Target Faces: ____________  Targets will be dual face 300 Round targets unless otherwise requested.

Approved by ________  Date ________

(Councilman)